The spatial mapping of localized events in brain activity critically depends on the correct 23 identification of the pattern signatures associated with those events. For instance, in the 24 context of epilepsy research, a number of different electrophysiological patterns have been 25 associated with epileptogenic activity. Motivated by the need to define automated seizure 26 focus detectors, we propose a novel data-driven algorithm for the spatial identification of 27 localized events that is based on the following rationale: the distribution of emerging 28 oscillations during confined events across all recording sites is highly non-uniform and can be 29 mapped using a spatial entropy function. By applying this principle to EEG recording 30 obtained from 67 distinct seizure epochs, our method successfully identified the seizure focus 31 on a group of ten drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy patients (average sensitivity: 0.94, 32 average specificity: 0.90) together with its characteristic electrophysiological pattern 33 signature. Cross-validation of the method outputs with postresective information revealed the 34 consistency of our findings in long follow-up seizure-free patients. Overall, our methodology 35 provides a reliable computational procedure that might be used as in both experimental and 36 clinical domains to identify the neural populations undergoing an emerging functional or 37 pathological transition. 38 39 Keywords 40 Seizure onset zone, intracranial EEG, time-frequency analysis, automated detection 41 algorithms, post-operative outcome 42 43 Acknowledgments: 44
Abstract 22
The spatial mapping of localized events in brain activity critically depends on the correct 23 identification of the pattern signatures associated with those events. For instance, in the 24 context of epilepsy research, a number of different electrophysiological patterns have been 25 associated with epileptogenic activity. Motivated by the need to define automated seizure 26 focus detectors, we propose a novel data-driven algorithm for the spatial identification of 27 localized events that is based on the following rationale: the distribution of emerging 28 oscillations during confined events across all recording sites is highly non-uniform and can be 29 mapped using a spatial entropy function. By applying this principle to EEG recording 30 obtained from 67 distinct seizure epochs, our method successfully identified the seizure focus 31 on a group of ten drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy patients (average sensitivity: 0.94, 32 average specificity: 0.90) together with its characteristic electrophysiological pattern 33 signature. Cross-validation of the method outputs with postresective information revealed the 34 consistency of our findings in long follow-up seizure-free patients. Overall, our methodology 35 provides a reliable computational procedure that might be used as in both experimental and 36 Introduction 54 55
The study of high cognitive functions or brain diseases with electroencephalography 56 often involves the identification of changes in the recorded potentials that are time-locked to 57 an event (Luck et al., 2000; Lauchaux et al., 2012; Kropotov, 2016) . Depending on the nature 58 of the problem being addressed, this event can be the onset of an external stimulus, a motor 59 act, or a pathological symptomatology. In all cases, the spatial localization of the changes 60 elicited in brain activity depends on the identification of the pattern signatures of those 61 changes. 62
For instance, in the context of epilepsy research and monitoring with intracranial 63 EEG, clinicians target specific electrophysiological patterns that are known to be associated 64 with epileptic activity. In particular, the spatial mapping of pathological patterns of activity in 65 drug-resistant epilepsy patients undergoing pre-surgical stereo-electroencephalography 66 (SEEG) (Talairach et al., 1974; Munari and Bancaud, 1985 universally valid for all seizure typologies and patients. All cited works made a priori 82 assumptions on the spectral features of ictal-driven activity (e.g. using HFOs or power in the 83 broadband spectrum) and might turn ineffective for seizures that don't fulfil such frequency 84 constraints. For example, SOZ detectors based on HFOs are very specific to fast discharges, 85 but might overlook pathological patterns of activity dominated by lower frequency 86 oscillations and longer temporal scales. 87
In the present study, we propose a novel data-driven methodology for the spatial 88 localization of spatially confined events in brain activity from intracranial EEG recordings 89 that makes no assumption on the spectral properties of the pattern signatures of those events. 90
Our method relies on finding the temporal scale and frequency range of locally enhanced 91 neural oscillations associated with the event of interest. Central to our method is the definition 92 of two novel measures, the global activation (GA) and the activation entropy (AE), that 93 quantify the magnitude of spectral changes with respect to a pre-defined baseline and the 94 spread of these activations across recording sites, respectively, at different frequencies and as 95 time progresses from the occurrence of the event. By setting appropriate conditions on these 96 measures, it is possible to find time-frequency windows where the most relevant sites can be 97 optimally discriminated. 98
To validate our algorithm, we adjusted and applied it to peri-ictal SEEG recordings to 99 identify the seizure onset patterns and localize the seizure onset zone (SOZ). In this context, 100 spatially confined activations with respect to a pre-ictal baseline were taken as signatures of 101 epileptogenic tissue and were used to localize the seizure focus. The algorithm's performance 102 6 on a group of ten patients with varied seizure onset patterns and follow-up periods that range 103 from 3 to 6 years. In each case, the underlying time-frequency windows were found to 104 pinpoint the characteristic spectral features (frequency and duration) of onset patterns. 105
Additionally, we were able to relate our findings with the postsurgical information of patients 106 that attained seizure freedom after resective surgery using the core measure of the study as a 107 putative predictor of the resected zone. In the hope that it will be useful to other researchers, 108 some of the processing tools used in this work have been publicly released as an open-access 109
Python package (Epylib v1.0: https://github.com/mvilavidal/Epylib/wiki). 110
Overall, the proposed procedure could be used in a variety of settings to extract the 111 pattern signatures and spatial localization of the brain response to events of interest in a 112 variety of settings of both clinical and cognitive nature. For example, in finding the brain sites 113 that respond to electrical stimulation or to drug administration, in the analysis of the brain 114 reaction to cognitive stimuli during a task paradigm, in studying the increase in connectivity 115 between distant regions when a stimulus is delivered, etc. In particular, our classifier is 116 particularly suitable to be used as a complementary tool during the pre-surgical evaluation 117 and planning to better identify and interpret the regions involved in seizure generation and 118 propagation. 119 120 7 Materials and methods 121 The method described here can be used to extract the pattern signatures associated to 122 localized events of clinical or cognitive interest recorded with the use of 123 electroencephalography techniques. Without loss of generality, our method was validated in 124 the SOZ localization setting, where a well-established ground truth is available for 125 comparison. For the sake of simplicity, the methods' description will be referred to the case of 126 seizure focus localization from peri-ictal SEEG recordings ( Fig. 1A,B ). The current approach builds upon the previously introduced mean activation (MA) 133 measure (Vila-Vidal et al., 2017), which quantifies the average spectral activation of each 134 targeted brain structure with respect to a certain baseline period for pre-defined frequency and 135 time windows of interest ( Fig. 1C ). In our case, we use a pre-ictal baseline of activity (from 136 60 to 20 seconds before ictal onset). A detailed description of the computation of the MA can 137 be found in the Supplementary Information. We will denote the MA of a given region j in the 138 frequency band f and computed over a time window spanning from the seizure onset until 139 time t with the following notation:
For optimal focus detection we must ensure that there is a hierarchical and selective 141 activation of SOZ contacts only. Central to our approach is the definition of two novel 142 measures, namely the global activation (GA) and the activation entropy (AE), that are jointly 143 optimized to find time-frequency windows of interest where ictal activity is maximal with 144 8 respect to a baseline pre-ictal period, and is spatially confined to a few contacts. Fig. 2  145 illustrates how these measures are computed and used to assess the amount of information 146 carried in each window of interest. On one hand, the global activation (GA) quantifies the 147 magnitude of the most relevant spectral activations with respect to the pre-ictal baseline state 148 for a given time-frequency window of interest. It is defined as the weighted average MA over 149 all contacts, where each contact's contribution is weighted by its own activation, thus ensuring 150 that most active regions have a higher impact on the final value ( Fig. 2A ) are found as the 156 fraction of contacts lying within the corresponding MA bin ( Fig. 2A ). We then compute the 157 Shannon's entropy of this distribution using the formula: 158
In order to systematically explore different windows for optimal SOZ detection we 159 first divided the frequency spectrum into 10 non-overlapping bands using the following 160 Seizure onset window (SOW) detection was achieved by finding time-frequency 178 windows that maximized the GA under the constraint of low AE to ensure that spectral 179 activations were confined only to a few contacts. We considered all pairs (f,t) with positive 180 integration times (i.e., excluding time windows in the pre-ictal state) and set two threshold 181 conditions, one per variable. For each seizure, we set a GA threshold at the 95-th percentile of 182 the GA distribution. In any case, the threshold was always kept larger than 3 to ensure 183 significant global activations with respect to the pre-ictal state. On the other hand, we set a 184 threshold of 0.5 on the AE, which requires at least 80% of the contacts to lie within the same 185 MA bin (see Supplementary Information). Specifically, they were required to lie within the 186 lowest MA bin. All time-frequency windows satisfying both conditions were preselected as 187 candidates to be SOWs. Finally, for each frequency band we kept only the first time-windows 188 satisfying the condition. Fig. 3D shows the selected SOWs for the first seizure of patient 1. 189
As a result, at least 80% of the contacts are confined to the first bin of the MA 190 histogram, exhibiting very low activations. The few remaining active contacts were 191 considered to be part of the SOZ (Fig. 3E ). This procedure was repeated for all selected 192 SOWs, and SOZ contacts were accumulated, thus obtaining a single SOZ per seizure ( Fig 
Patient selection 202
We selected ten patients with pharmacoresistant temporal lobe epilepsy that 203 underwent stereo-EEG in the Epilepsy Monitoring Unit of Hospital del Mar (Barcelona, 204 Spain). Patient inclusion was based on the following criteria: a) that the seizure focus had 205 been identified by the epileptologists and b) that ictal onset was confined to a reduced number 206 of contacts corresponding to an anatomical region. Demographic and clinical information for 207 all patients is summarized in Table 1 .. The decision to implant depth electrodes, the decision 208 of the targeted areas and the implantation duration were based solely on clinical grounds and 209 independent of this study. 210
211

SEEG recordings 212
Recordings were obtained using 5 to 21 intracerebral multiple contact microelectrodes 213 (Dixi Medical, Besançon, France; diameter: 0.8 mm; 5 to 15 contacts, 2 mm long, 1.5 mm 214 apart) that were stereotactically implanted using robotic guidance (ROSA, Medtech Surgical, 215 11 shows the implantation scheme of patient 1. Signals were recorded using a standard clinical 217 EEG system (XLTEK, subsidiary of Natus Medical) with 500 Hz of sampling rate, except for 218 patient 3, where a sampling rate of 250 Hz was used ( to RF-TC showing a seizure reduction larger than 50%, but relapse occurred 2 years after the 241 12 procedure. Resective surgery was not an option for this patient due to cognitive risks. Patient 242 9 had achieved seizure freedom after surgical resection (Engel I) with a follow-up period of 5 243 years. We also included one patient (patient 10) in which the outcome was not successful 244 (Engel III) because the brain resectomy failed to completely remove the identified seizure 245 focus. 246 247
Statistical analysis 248
For each patient, the SOZ was defined by accumulating all seizure-specific detected 249 SOZ regions. Then we used the SOZ defined by epileptologists as the ground truth to assess 250 the performance of our method. For each patient, we computed the sensitivity and specificity 251 of our selection. Additionally, we studied the effect of the thresholding procedure by 252 computing the sensitivity and specificity of the method for a range of threshold values and 253 extracted the area under the curve (AUC). This procedure was primarily done with SEEG 254 signals in the monopolar configuration and with positive times. We then repeated the analysis 255 using the bipolar configuration. We also assessed the amount of SOZ predictability carried in 256 the pre-ictal activity, repeating the whole procedure with pre-ictal time windows (i.e., 257 negative times from -30 to 0) in the monopolar setting. In all cases, we compared the area 258 under the curve across settings to remove the threshold dependence of the results. In this stage, we investigated the effect of the thresholding procedure used as part of 290 the SOW detection algorithm. To this aim, we sought to characterize differences between the 291 pre-ictal and ictal periods arising in the joint (AE,GA) empirical distribution at a group level 292 (see the Supplementary Information for details). To do so, we normalized all GA values using 293 the percentile score in each seizure and period (ictal, pre-ictal) and pooled all (AE,GA) values 294 across seizures. A large number of ictal windows were found to cluster in the region with 295 GA>80 and AE<0.5 ( Supplementary Fig. 2A ). On the other hand, pre-ictal windows exhibited 296 a more sparse distribution of (AE,GA) values, with an average trend of higher AEs and lower 297 GAs ( Supplementary Fig. 2B ). In particular, the region used for SOW detection in this study 298 was GA>95 and AE<0.5 (See Materials and Methods). Then, for each seizure included in the 299 study (a total of N=67) we compared the fraction of time-frequency windows satisfying both 300 conditions with chance level (see the Supplementary Information for details). In both periods, 301 15 the fraction of windows with GA>95 and AE<0.5 was found to be significantly above chance 302 level ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ), being this trend higher in the ictal period. Hence, we 303 hypothesize that this association between very high and spatially confined activations is 304 associated with ictal onset and constitutes an a posteriori validation of the rationale behind 305 the procedure that we propose. activity recorded around seizure onset revealed that the output of the method was qualitatively 326 describing the seizure onset patterns (Fig. 4A) . 327
SOWs were found to be heterogeneous across patients and, in some cases, even across 328 seizures of the same patient. For each time-frequency window of interest, we computed the 329 fraction of seizures for which that window was a SOW (Fig. 4B) . The most common SOWs 330 were found to be in the frequency range 12-31 Hz with integration times spanning from 10 to 331 30 s after seizure onset. Around half of the seizures analyzed in this study had seizure onset 332 patterns characterized by these time-frequency windows, roughly corresponding to low-333 voltage fast-activity (LVFA) combined with rhythmic spikes (RS) observed in the first 334 seizure of patient 1. Other patterns at higher or lower frequencies and around 20 seconds after 335 seizure onset were also observable. Of particular interest was the SOW at 107-130 Hz during 336 the first milliseconds after seizure onset, which is consistent with the literature about HFOs 337 being a good biomarker of pathological epileptic activity (Murphy et al., 2017) . 338
Additionally, for each patient and frequency of interest, we computed the fraction of 339 seizures in which that particular frequency appeared to be part of the SOW. Roughly, three 340 different frequency distributions could be identified within our cohort. Fig. 4B shows these 341 distributions for three exemplary cases and the seizure onset patterns they correspond to as 342 described in (Lagarde et al., 2016) . In Patient 1 the most relevant frequencies were found to 343 be between 4.2 and 12 Hz. In this case, seizure onset is characterized by LVFA + RS activity 344 that becomes particularly visible around 10 s after seizure onset. In some cases, fast 345 discharges (between 110 and 150 Hz) have also a role during the first milliseconds of the ictal 346 period, while in others rhythmic slow waves (RSWs) in the First, we computed the sensitivity and the specificity of the method as a function of 378 the GA threshold (from 0 to 100) while keeping the AE threshold fixed around 0.5 (in the 379 range 0.4-0.6). Then, we extracted the area under the curve (AUC) and compared it between 380 SEEG configurations, representing the variability across the AE threshold with one standard 381 deviation (see Fig. 6 for details). The same procedure was repeated to assess the performance 382 as a function of the AE threshold (from 0.31 to 0.69) while keeping the GA threshold fixed 383 around 95 (in the range 92-98). 384
While no relevant differences were found in terms of specificity, the algorithm was 385 found to be significantly more sensitive to SOZ regions in the monopolar configuration ( Fig.  386   6A) . In particular, the relative AUC of the sensitivity as a function of the GA threshold was 387 found to be 0.98±0.01 in the monopolar configuration, while it dropped to 0.84±0.01 in the 388 bipolar configuration. On the other hand, while varying the AE threshold the relative AUC of 389 the sensitivity was 0.85±0.03 in the monopolar configuration and 0.70±0.03 in the bipolar 390 setting. 391 392 Stability analysis II: Focus prediction before seizure onset 393 Additionally, we assessed the amount of SOZ predictability carried in the pre-ictal 394 activity. In order to do so, we repeated the same analysis described in the previous section 395 using pre-ictal time windows (i.e., negative times from -30 to 0) in the monopolar setting. The 396 results were compared with those obtained with positive times (Fig. 6B) . The average 397 sensitivities and specificities of the method across patients in the pre-ictal period were lower 398 than in the ictal period: 0.77±0.32 and 0.77±0.12, respectively. Yet, although discrimination 399 19 is lower in the pre-ictal period, these results prove that there is useful information to predict 400 the SOZ already before seizure onset in most of the patients. We proposed a novel methodology to automatically estimate the localization of 417 spatially confined events in brain activity using the low entropy properties of emerging neural 418 oscillations associated to those events. Our analysis was motivated by the problem of SOZ 419 identification from intracranial EEG signals in patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy. We 420 tested the method performance with a cohort of ten patients with heterogeneous seizure-onset 421 patterns and validated with the post-operative outcome of resective surgery. 422
Based on previous studies (Bartolomei et al., 2008; David et al., 2011) we defined 423 ictal-driven activity as an increase in signal power from pre-ictal to ictal epochs. In particular, 424
we used the mean activation (MA) measure (Vila-Vidal et al., 2017), which quantifies the 425 average spectral activation of each targeted brain structure for pre-defined frequency and time 426 windows of interest (Fig. 1 ). However, while most studies constrained spectral activations to 427 occur in preselected frequency bands, our method automatically infers the characteristic 428 temporal scale and frequency range of locally enhanced oscillations in each case, thus 429 maximizing the amount of information relevant for SOZ detection in a patient and seizure-430 specific context. Hence, by avoiding such frequency constraints, the method accounts for the 431 intrinsic variability of initiation patterns (Lagarde et al., 2016) and can flexibly adapt to the 432 potential heterogeneities across different seizures of the same patient. 433
The proposed automated SOZ detection is performed using a two-stage procedure 434 ( Fig. 3) . First, the most relevant frequency and time windows of interest (the so-called seizure 435 onset windows, SOW) are extracted from the intracranial EEG signals. The algorithm relies 436 on finding time-frequency windows in the transition between pre-ictal and ictal states that 437 yield maximal and spatially confined spectral activations, thus ensuring that propagation has 438 not started and that SOZ contacts can be naturally discriminated from other sites. Then, the 439 21 most active channels are selected and accumulated over seizures to define the SOZ. The 440 critical step of our analysis is the definition of two measures (Fig. 2) , namely the global 441 activation (GA) and the activation entropy (AE), that are later jointly optimized to find the 442 relevant time-frequency window for SOZ localization. On one hand, GA is used to quantify 443 maximal activations with respect to the pre-ictal basal state. Note that in the case where one 444 contact has a very large MA compared to the others, the global activation coincides with the 445 maximum of the MA distribution. However, the robustness of this measure makes it 446 preferable when compared to a summary statistic that takes only one value. On the other 447 hand, the AE is used to characterize how spread spectral activations are across recording sites, 448 independent of the magnitude of these activations, a feature that is strictly measured by GA. 449
Although used with the mean activation (MA), the two measures and the optimization 450 procedure that we described here are rather general and can be used in combination with other 451 variables to find spatially confined events defined by changes in the magnitude of those 452 variables. Specifically, the methodology that we developed may be useful in a number of 453 settings to unravel the characteristic time and frequency scales (pattern signatures) of 454 localized abrupt changes in brain activity during events of interests of both cognitive and 455 clinical nature. Additionally, the method could also be used to extract the shape of the brain 456 response to each of the considered stimuli. 457
We have shown that ictal onset is characterized by a general shift towards lower AEs 458 and higher GAs. More specifically, we computed the density of (AE,GA) across seizures in 459 the ictal period and pre-ictal period. A highly populated cluster defined by very high GAs and 460 low AEs could be clearly identified in the ictal epoch. Based on this result, the method finds 461 those windows with maximal global activations (large GA) under the constraint that these 462 activations are spatially confined to a few regions (low AE). These windows are then used to 463 reliably find SOZ sites (Fig. 3 ). Yet, the specific choice of the thresholds (GA above the 95-th 464 22 percentile and AE<0.5) is rather arbitrary and deserves to be further discussed. We could have 465 used a clustering algorithm to extract the specific boundaries of the dense cluster. However, 466 this would yield more relaxed conditions that would result in a decrease in specificity. Hence, 467
we chose to manually set the thresholds and tune them depending on the desired sensitivity 468 and specificity of the output. The stability of the results around the chosen threshold values 469 ensures the reliability of the method, making it robust to particular choices. Additionally, we 470 did a surrogate analysis and compared the fraction of windows satisfying the required 471 criterion with chance level. This analysis showed a strong correlation between the conditions 472 both in the pre-ictal and ictal periods. We hypothesize that this correlation between very high 473 and spatially confined activations is associated with ictal events and constitutes an a 474 posteriori validation of the rationale behind the procedure that we propose. Moreover, a non-475 negligible consequence of the thresholding step is that seizures where SOZ discrimination 476 cannot be guaranteed with a minimum level of confidence are discarded beforehand, thus 477 ensuring meaningful SOZ detections. Discarded seizures can be further interpreted and might 478 offer complementary insight during the pre-surgical evaluation. Although the treatment of 479 such cases is out of the scope of this study, clinical reviewing of the SEEG recordings from 480 patient 5 showed that the two seizures that had been rejected were indeed preceded by ictal-481 like activity. 482
A primary aspect of our analysis is that automatization does not come at the expense 483 of interpretability, as it provides an output that can be fully read in clinically terms (Fig. 4) . 484
As seen in (Lagarde et al., 2016) there is a wide range of seizure onset patterns and while 485 some have a higher prevalence than others, high-frequency discharges cannot be considered 486 to be the only epileptogenic onset biomarker. We have shown that the time-frequency 487 windows selected by the method reliably characterize a variety of electrophysiological seizure 488 23 onset patterns. In particular, we could isolate the high-amplitude low-frequency spiking 489 activity at 1 Hz that defines the start of the ictal events in one of the analyzed patients. 490 SOZ detection was primarily done in the monopolar setting and using time windows 491 from ictal epochs (Fig. 5 ). The average sensitivity across patients was 0.94±0.03, with an 492 average specificity of 0.90±0.03 (mean ± standard error of the mean). SOZ detection was not 493 complete only in three patients (2, 4 and 6) but missed SOZ sites lied at most 1.5 mm apart 494 from the delineated region. We also studied the effect of the thresholding on the performance 495 of the detection algorithm. The GA threshold (95th percentile) was found to lie at the onset of 496 the sensitivity function stabilization, while in a range of high specificities. On the other hand, 497 the AE threshold (0.5) lies on a plateau of the performance function. As the conditions on GA 498 and AE are relaxed more non-SOZ sites are chosen. Despite being outside the SOZ, we 499 hypothesize that these sites might have a critical role in sustaining and propagating epileptic 500 activity in the early stages of the seizure. 501
Complementary to the main results, we further investigated the effect of the recording 502 referencing on the method performance ( Fig. 6A ). While no significant differences were 503 found in terms of specificity, the algorithm was more sensitive to SOZ regions in the 504 monopolar configuration. Very few works have assessed the effect of the recording reference 505 on intracranial EEG analysis and they have mainly studied its impact on connectivity 506 measures (Arnulfo et al., 2015) . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to 507 compare the performance between monopolar and bipolar configurations for SOZ detection. 508
The monopolar referencing yields data contaminated by volume conduction and remote field 509 effects, while the bipolar montage averages out these effects offering a more localized spatial 510
resolution. Yet, we hypothesize that in the case of a partially mapped SOZ, the monopolar 511 configuration might be more sensitive to capture the activity from the missed SOZ sites and 512 thus perform better when used to approximate the focus localization. 513 24 Additionally, we chose to explore the performance of the method in a short pre-ictal 514 period (Fig. 6B ). Although the method has proven to have a higher performance in the ictal 515 period, the results bring evidence that the pre-ictal period also carries information that might 516 be of interest for SOZ localization, as already seen in previous studies 517 Tauste Campo et al., 2018) . 518
Post-operative validation in Engel I patients revealed the potential predictive power of 519 the variable nMA as a biomarker of the resected zone when averaged across seizure onset 520 windows (Fig. 7) . This result suggests that the features upon which the method is built 521 characterize the generation, spread and maintenance of epileptic seizures. Yet, an average 522 predictive value (AUC) for the RZ of 0.69 ± 0.08 (mean ± standard error of the mean) 523 highlights the non-trivial relationship between the SOZ and the whole epileptogenic zone, in 524 line with previous studies ( activity recorded at two SOZ contacts (HP1, HA1) and two contacts outside the SOZ (A1, 702 F1). Seizure onset is marked with a red vertical line. As suggested in Fig. 3 , the seizure is 703 initiated at a hippocampal level with rapid discharges (∼110 Hz) of very low amplitude in the 704 first hundreds of milliseconds that are particularly clear in HP1. This activity is followed by 705 low-voltage fast-activity (LVFA) at 12-31 Hz that becomes visible 5 seconds after seizure 706 onset and that increases in amplitude as the seizure progresses. Activations observed at 12-31 707
